
What is more welcoming than a luscious chocolate 
at check-in or as a surprise treat in the room?

Why offer chocolate just one way when you  
can delight with chocolate in surprising ways?

3502 NORTH HOME STREET (574) 255-2366 • (855) 324-6265
MISHAWAKA, INDIANA 46545 www.davischocolate.com

Your Hotel Guests Want To....

Davis Chocolate makes custom chocolate bars in a variety of sizes  
and cocoa intensity to satisfy your most discriminating guests. We deliver  

our bars in private label, to create a tasty reminder of their visit. 
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Wouldn’t your guests enjoy a wine flight 
paired with a custom chocolate flight?

Create a one-of-a-kind experience for your dinner guests by offering 
a wine and chocolate pairing—with or without inclusions. You can offer 
Davis Chocolate Wine Pairing Kit in your gift shop to extend your brand.
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Feel Better... Live Better... Eat Healthy

Our premium chocolates will give your chef many options, because we will 
create the perfect recipe for desserts or to spice up entrees in unusual ways: 

Raw or Roasted Nibs; Milk, Dark, and White Chocolate.
Paul Joachim (Chocolate Artist shown sculpting Davis Chocolates here)  
is available for weddings, corporate events and other special occasions.
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